Abstract
Introduction 8
Virtual tests can reduce the cost of experimental testing in the aerospace industry by 50 % [1] . 9 Furthermore, virtual testing techniques are precluded from the physical limitations of conventional 10 experiments such as specimen size, testing conditions etc. [2] . Thus, virtual testing is suitable for 11 characterising the entire intrinsic mechanical response of composites. Nevertheless, the predictive 12 fidelity of virtual testing is determined chiefly by the accuracy of the geometric domain, material 13 models and imposed boundary condition(s) (BC) [2] . In comparison with common BCs such the entire effective elastic properties of textile composites. Furthermore it is assumed that a local RVE volume, Ω RVE , with boundary, ∂Ω RVE , is sufficiently 
Periodic BC is imposed on ∂Ω RVE with the foregoing characteristics by enforcing periodicity of boundary fluctuation fields,ũ, and anti-periodicity of boundary traction fields, t, such that and homologous
where # represents the cardinality of a set. Imposing PBC on homologous meshes is achieved by enforcing only Eqn (2) using classic methods that kinematically tie homologous boundary node pairs [3] . This kinematic tying is achieved using multi-point constraint equations [10] . 
Imposing PBC on Arbitrary FE Meshes

71
The underlying premise of the proposed periodic BC technique hinges on the proposition that the displacement field of ∂Ω RVE can be interpolated. Interpolation functions, D(s), are adopted such that Eqn (2) is satisfied. To this end, the following conditions are evoked to interpolate the displacement fields of the negative and positive parts of ∂Ω RVE , respectively
where N k (s) for k ∈{k =1,2,···,n} are shape functions which solely depend on spatial variable(s),
72
s, a k represents independent variables, ε ε ε is the strain tensor imposed at the continuum scale,
73
and (x + −x − ) depends of the RVE's dimensions. Therefore the displacement field of ∂Ω RVE , is 74 determined from the independent variables a k and the applied far-field continuum scale strain ε ε ε.
75
The independent variables are selected as DOFs of specific nodes located at ∂Ω To implement a piecewise cubic Hermite interpolant for an RVE's Edge, the edge is decomposed into n segments S i−1 for i∈{1,2,···,n} defined from n+1 triples {(ξ 0 ,u 0 ,θ θ θ 0 ),···,(ξ n ,u n ,θ θ θ n )}. Subsequently, the displacement field in each segment is interpolated using a third order Hermite polynomial:
where ζ(ξ) = ξ−ξ i−1 l , l = ξ i −ξ i−1 and ξ i−1 ξ ξ i . Thus, the displacement field in each segment 87 is represented as
which can be written concisely in matrix form
whereÑ is the local shape function matrix for the interpolant, andq = u To implement a piecewise linear triangulation interpolant for an RVE's surface, the surface is decomposed into a collection of n triangles T i for i∈{1,2,···,n} which define a triangulation P . The number of triangles, n, in the triangulation, P , is defined as n=2k−b−2, where k is the number of points in P and b is the number of points in P that lie on the boundary of the convex hull of P .
Schematic showing the implementation of PBC interpolation technique for RVE edges using univariate polynomial interpolation functions where u represents a displacement field, ε represents the macroscopic strain tensor and x Ni represents a material point of node N i for i∈{A,B,C,D}.
Many different triangulation techniques may be used to decompose the RVE's surface [11] . This work adopts a Delaunay triangulation because it produces optimally shaped triangles which are necessary for good interpolation [11] . Subsequently, the displacement field within each triangle, with vertices v 1 ,v 2 and v 3 , is interpolated using a linear barycentric polynomial:
where B 1 +B 2 +B 3 =1. Thus, the displacement field within each triangle is represented as
which can be written concisely in matrix form represents the displacement field of node N j in triangle T k for i∈{1,2,3} and k ∈{1,2,···,17}. The aforementioned surfaces of the RVE's boundary are decomposed further into a set of vertex,
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edge and internal surface regions. 
, on ∂Ω RVE .
Identification of RVE edge regions
121
Independent edge regions of ∂Ω RVE , shared by two mutually perpendicular faces, are isolated as
The edge regions defined in Eqn (21) 
Identification internal surface regions on ∂Ω RVE
125
Internal surface regions on ∂Ω RVE are isolated as follows
The internal surface regions defined in Eqn (22) 
and ∂Ω
Eqns (20)- (22) ensure that no decomposed boundary region is a proper subset of another; thus, 128 eliminating the possibility of over-constraining ∂Ω RVE . 
Application of multi-point constraint equation to the RVE domain ∂Ω RVE
138
The segregation of independent and dependent boundary regions of the RVE, performed in the 139 preceding paragraph, permits the proper implementation of periodic BC on the RVE without 140 over constraints. In practice, the periodic BC given in Eqns (8), (14) and (19) 
where u introduced to facilitate implementation of the constrain equations. Therefore, the nodal variable 149 of these supplementary nodes can be used to introduce the independent rotation terms in the
150
Hermite shape functions and the continuum strain tensor components; for example,û≡θ θ θ orû≡ .
151
Considering Eqns (8), (14) and (19) with respect to Eqn (23), the sets of MPCs the enforce the periodic BC to the cubical/parallelipipied RVE with an arbitrary FE mesh are 
Computational Homogenisation
154
Computational homogenisation is used to bridge Ω continuum and Ω RVE . The principal aim is to obtain the continuum scale Cauchy stress, σ from an imposed continuum strain . Consequently, continuum scale parameters such as effective elastic constants are obtained thereafter. It is assumed that Ω RVE is in equilibrium such that
Based on classical averaging theory, σ ij , and ij , are defined as the volume average of the corresponding RVE scale stresses, σ ij , and strains, ij , given by
The principle of virtual work to homogenise the response of Ω RVE is given by [12]
where, δW ext is the virtual external work performed by external loads on Ω RVE and δW int is the 156 virtual internal work performed by the average Cauchy stresses within Ω RVE . The external virtual 157 work can be expressed as
where δu i represents a virtual displacement in the i direction. The Cauchy stress is work conjugate 159 to true strain, hence the internal virtual work is expressed as
Combining Eqns (29)-(31) yields
In this work, the components continuum scale strain tensor, which drive the deformation of the 162 RVE, are introduced via the nine degrees of freedom of the supplementary nodes,ˆ i , such that
Therefore, the external virtual work can be in terms of the degrees of freedom of the supplementary 164 nodes, and their work conjugate forces, Υ i j , such that,
where Υ i j is the reaction force of supplementary node i at degree of freedom j corresponding to 166 its assigned displacements. Using Eqns (31) and (34), the macroscopic Cauchy stress becomes
To predict the effective elastic properties at Ω continuum , the relationship between the stresses and 168 strains for an orthotropic material is given by
where S ijkl represents the compliance of the material from which its effective elastic constants and quantitatively. Although negligible differences are present within the FE contour plots, these 207 differences stem from inevitable discretisation errors inherent within the RVEs due mesh differences.
208
The similarities between predictions from the homologous and non-homologous mesh is recovered scripting commands (Fig 13 was generated using this algorithm) .
239
TextCompGen was designed to capture the principal features of the textile being studied without is important because it determines the fabric's areal density, matrix content and specific weight.
Whilst the fabric thickness, H, is important because it directly relates to the o-V f and it governs the through-thickness crimp of fabrics. However, it is difficult to match the experimentally observed In analysing the textile composite this study adopted a so-called dual-scale homogenisation method.
262
This method requires analyses at two length-scales: one at the micro-scale and the other at a 263 meso-scale. First the yarns were decomposed into their primary constituents: matrix and fibre. properties, especially in the in-plane material direction, stems from the properly enforced periodic
264
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BC on the textile domain as well as the dual-scale homogenisation strategy adopted in this work.
285
In comparison to experiments, the current virtual test over-predicts the through-the-thickness of the weft yarns is experienced in the thickness direction of the textile.
300
There is a 73 % discrepancy between the predicted in-plane shear modulus (i.e. 
Conclusions
317
A virtual testing framework for characterising the mechanical response of typical heterogeneous 318 materials with a robust technique for enforcing periodic boundary condition has been presented.
319
Periodic boundary condition is enforced by interpolating the displacement field on the RVE's 320 boundary utilising two piecewise interpolation techniques: (1) cubic Hermite interpolation and,
321
(2) linear triangulation interpolation. A typical RVE in R 3 is properly decomposed into specific 322 regional sets: (1) vertex regional sets, (2) edge regional sets, and (3) internal surface regional sets.
323
Through the judicious use of geometric symmetry, each regional set is decomposed further into 324 independent and dependent regional sets to preclude over-constraints of some node on the RVE's 
